Abstract. The aim of this study is to predict the energy generated by a solar thermal system. To achieve this, a hybrid intelligent system was developed based on local regression models with low complexity and high accuracy. Input data is divided into clusters by using a Self Organization Maps; a local model will then be created for each cluster. Different regression techniques were tested and the best one was chosen. The novel hybrid regression system based on local models is empirically verified with a real dataset obtained by the solar thermal system of a bioclimatic house.
Introduction
Renewable energies are becoming more relevant in to the quest toward achieving a greater degree of sustainability (Demirbas, 2005) . Consequently, their uses in houses is becoming more and more frequent. In Spain, the use of solar thermal energy has a higher incidence, due largely to the constraint (Real Decree 1027 that forces the installation of solar thermal systems in new houses. The thermal power generated by renewable systems conditions thermal spending in the other non-renewal sources installed. If the daily power curve generated by the solar thermal system is known beforehand, it is possible use the consumption curve to predict when the energy supplied by the system will be insufficient (Martín et al., 2010) . In this way, corrective actions can be established to minimize energy supply needs by other non-renewable energy systems.
The proposal of this novel study is to use a hybrid intelligent system to predict the power energy generated by a solar thermal system based on consumption and solar radiation. There are other works based on solar systems prediction (Varol et al., 2008; Caner et al., 2011; Esen et al., 2009 ) and other proposals which use intelligent techniques in other application fields like cooling systems (Arahal et al., 2009) , dental milling processes (Vera et al., 2008) , steering of ships (Calvo-Rolle and Quintián, 2012) , mobiles telephones (Norkevicius and Raskinis, 2008) and so on. This requires dealing with a large amount of information, which makes the use of machine learning methods Stankevicius, 2001 ) one of the best options. These methods have been demonstrated to be powerful non-linear estimators applicable to many real-world problems (Arpornwichanop and Shomchoam, 2009) . They have been applied successfully in pattern recognition problems (Ripley, 2008; Ramirez-Cortes et al., 2011) , control and identification of systems (Souza and Barreto, 2010; Xuan et al., 2011) , time series prediction (Martínez-Rego et al., 2011; Cherif et al., 2011) , and so on.
There are two main trends for the design of machine learning prediction models (Martínez-Rego et al., 2011) :
• Global models: One model is generated based on all training data available, trying to minimize the error for all input patters. Different techniques can be used to generate the model, such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) (Bishop, 2006) and Least Square Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM) (Ye and Xiong, 2007) .
• Local models: In this case, the input space is divided into subsets based on similar characteristics of the input data, for which a clustering or quantization algorithm, such as K-means (Lei et al., 2011) , Self-Organizing Map (SOM) (Cherif et al., 2011; Ghaseminezhad and Karami, 2011) , or neural gas (Qin and Suganthan, 2005 ) is often used. Local models were first developed by Nowlan et al. (1991) and Jacobs and Jordan (1994) , and were considered promising techniques in time series prediction. In order to determine the power thermal curve generated by solar thermal system, a system based on local models was developed for this research. The main novelty is the combination of different regression techniques to obtain the best local regression model for each cluster generated. For the clustering phase, a system based on SOM was applied.
This study is organized as follows. In Section 2, the different models used in this research are presented in formal way. Section 3 describes the proposed novel hybrid model. Section 4 presents the physical system on which the hybrid model is implemented. Section 5 describes the application of the hybrid model on the physical system. In Section 6 the results obtained are presented. Finally conclusions and future work are presented.
Used Models

Self-Organizing Map (SOM)
SOM (Kohonen, 1990 ) was developed as a visualization tool for representing high dimensional data on a low dimensional display. It is also based on the use of unsupervised learning (Baruque and Corchado, 2010) . Typically, the array of nodes is one or two-dimensional, with all nodes connected to the N inputs by an N -dimensional weight vector. The self-organization process is commonly implemented as an iterative on-line algorithm, although a batch version also exists. An input vector (x) is presented to the network and the node of the network in which the weights (W i ) are closest (in terms of Euclidean distance) to x, is chosen:
The weights of the winning node and the nodes close to it are then updated to move closer to the input vector. There is also a learning rate parameter that usually decreases as the training process progresses. The weight update rule for inputs is defined as follows:
where, W i is the weight vector associated with neuron i, x is the input vector, and h is the neighbourhood function.
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
One of the most used ANN is the MLP (Bishop, 2006) . The MLP is a supervised learning model. It is composed of one input layer, one or more hidden layers, and one output layer, all of them composed of neurons and pondered connections between the neurons of each layer. The training of this network is based on an iterative adjust of its weights with the objective to minimize the error between the output predicted by the network and the real output. Applying the Theorem of Universal Approximation (Hornik et al., 1989) , it can demonstrate that only one hidden layer is needed to model a non-linear projection between input and output layer. An MLP with one hidden layer, can be written mathematically as follows:
where:
F k → activation function of neurons of the output layer. w ik → weight vector of connections from neurons of the hidden layer to neurons of the output layer. b k → bias of neurons of the output layer. k → number of neurons of the output layer. 
Support Vector Regression (SVR)
SVR is a modification of the algorithm of the Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000) for classification. In SVR the basic idea is to map the data into a high-dimensional feature space F via a non-linear mapping and to perform a linear regression in this space.
Least Square Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM)
Least Square formulations of SVM are called LS-SVM. In this approximation the solution is obtained by solving a system of linear equations, which is comparable to SVM in terms of generalization of performance (Ye and Xiong, 2007) . The application of LS-SVM to regression is known as LS-SVR (Least Square Support Vector Regression). In LS-SVR, the ǫ-insensitive loss function is replaced by a classical squared loss function, which constructs the Lagrangian by solving the linear Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) system:
where I n is a [n × 1] vector of ones, T means transpose of a matrix or vector, γ a weight vector, b regression vector and b 0 is the model offset.
In LS-SVR, only 2 parameters (γ , σ ) are needed. Where σ is the width of the used kernel (Yankun et al., 2007) .
Local Models
When the data are unevenly distributed or distributed in groups, the results obtained by applying machine learning algorithms can be improved if multiple local models are created, as opposed to creating only one global model (Martínez-Rego et al., 2011) .
Local models are high-quality models applied to small regions of the input space of a learning problem. The advantage of local models is that they are often much more interesting and understandable to the domain expert, as they can concisely describe single aspects of the data instead of describing everything at once as global models do. In local models, the final system is composed of a group of local experts trained with data corresponding to one of the regions of the input data. In other words, the goal function f is estimated as the union of the goal functions of each local model:
wheref i (x) is the goal function for each of the M local models. In this study each local model represents different operating areas of the system where diverse behaviours are present. Different machine learning techniques were applied to obtain the best non-linear model for each local model. The use of local models is not new in machine learning and they have been used before in Morik and Boulicaut (2005) , Pang and Kasabov (2004) , Cho et al. (2007) , Souza and Barreto (2010) . The inside of local models can be differentiated according to two types: the classical local models, which use linear models, and the extended local models, which use nonlinear models (Seher-Weiss, 2011 ). This study is focused on the second type, using non-linear local models.
To determine the global structure of the model, different unsupervised classification techniques can be used, such as SOM, K-means, standard winner-take-all (WTA), competitive learning, frequency sensitive competitive learning (FSCL), Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and the fuzzy competitive learning (FCL), to mention just a few. After a comparison with other techniques, the SOM network was used to determine the number of clusters in the dataset for obtaining the best local model for each cluster.
Novel Hybrid Intelligent System
This research introduces a novel two-steps hybrid intelligent system to perform regression tasks with lower complexity and higher accuracy. The first step is to cluster data into sets of similar characteristics and the second is to develop regression models for each cluster, so that the best model for each cluster is selected (Fig. 1 ).
• First step:
-Preprocessing: The original dataset is filtered and divided into two sets, one for training and the other for testing. -Clustering: Using the training dataset, an unsupervised learning system is trained for grouping data with similar characteristics into clusters. Then each sample of the training dataset is labelled with the cluster they belong to. -Cluster assignment: Each sample of the testing dataset is assigned to one of the generated models. • Second step:
-Regression models: Once the training data has been grouped into clusters, the next step is to generate regression models for each cluster by various techniques. -Model test: The regression models generated previously for each cluster are tested with the testing dataset in order to obtain the errors for each model. -Model selection: For each cluster, the different models generated are compared in terms of generated errors, and the best model for each cluster is then selected.
Physical System
The novel hybrid model described was applied for the prediction of thermal power values generated by a real physical system. It is a solar thermal collection system installed within a bioclimatic house. The physical system will now be described in detail. The hydraulic pump boosts the ethyleneglycol to solar panels entries S1 and S2, which are arranged in a structure of two parallel blocks with four panels in series per block. The ethyleneglycol circulates inside the solar panels, absorbs the heat and sends it out through S3 and S4 with a temperature higher than the input. From there, the fluid is driven to the entrance of the parallel plate heat exchanger of the solar accumulator (S8), where the energy stored in the ethyleneglycol heats the water stored inside the solar accumulator. Once the fluid leaves the accumulator (S6), the hydraulic circuit is closed to send the fluid back to solar panels, boosting it with a circulation pump.
Energy Capacities of the System
In the design phase, it has estimated (Sotavento, 2013) that the solar collection system covers 90.37% of the house HSW (Hot Sanitary Water) demand. The yield of the solar panels is 78.1%, with losses in a range from 5% to 10% due to the inclination of the solar panels, as the optimum inclination of the panels is 43 • for the location of the house.
Data Description for Model Generation
This study used a dataset corresponding to one year of sampling at a bioclimatic house. This dataset was filtered by removing all outlayers, which produce a final dataset of 36,292 samples (12 months). Each sample has two inputs (flow in the solar thermal circuit and solar radiation) and one output (thermal power generated by the solar thermal system). The equipment used for measuring is:
• Power meter: Kamstrup type Multichannel 601, it can measure thermal power, flow and temperature.
• Radiation meter: Apogee model PYR-P, it can measure solar radiation with a sensitivity of 0.200 mV per Wm −2 .
The time format of the data is UMT, with a ten minute measurement period. The data set period recorded goes since 1st September, 2010 until 31st August, 2011.
Hybrid System Applied to a Real Physical System
To determine the validity degree of the proposed novel hybrid system, it was applied to a real physical system using two regression techniques: LS-SVR and ANN, as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
Hybrid System Components
Each of the blocks of the hybrid system introduced in Section 3 are now described in detail for their implementation into the physical system using two regression techniques within the hybrid system (LS-SVR and ANN).
Dataset Preprocess
The original dataset is filtered and divided into two sets, one for training and the other for testing. Two-thirds of the filtered data are used for training (2205 samples, March 2011), while the remaining third is used for testing (1102 samples, March 2011).
Clustering
For clustering, 2 unsupervised learning techniques were tested: Principal Components Analysis (PCA) (Oja et al., 1992) and SOM (Kohonen, 1990 ). An initial visual analysis of the dataset is shown in Fig. 3(a) . It clearly shows the existence of at least two distinct sets of related data labelled Ca and Cb (Fig. 3(a) ). Figure 4 shows the results of these two techniques. PCA only confirms the existence of the initial clusters (Ca and Cb, Fig. 3(a) ). Since SOM shows the existence of one more cluster, it was selected as the clustering technique.
SOM toolbox for Matlab (Vesanto et al., 2000) was used. The SOM network was trained using a grid size of 20 × 20 units, a gaussian neighborhood function with σ ini = 5 decreasing linearly to σ fin = 1, linear learning rate function, using 2000 iterations. Figure 4(a) shows the map after training, which includes a high density of near nodes in three different parts of the map. It confirms the existence of the initial clusters (Ca and Cb, Fig. 3(a) ) and it shows the existence of a third cluster. Three clusters were marked in the final map (C1, C2 and C3 Fig. 4(a) ) as well as the representative node of each cluster (crosses in Fig. 4(a) ).
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Once the SOM model is obtained, each sample is labelled according to the representative node to which it belongs, using the criterion of least Euclidean distance to each representative node. Separation is obtained for the initial set of data into subsets (clusters) of related data. Figures 5(a) , 5(b) and 5(c), show the distribution of the samples of the training dataset in each cluster. The testing data are also labelled according to the least Euclidean distance. When they reach to the block Model test, they will be used to test the models.
Regression Models
This block aims to generate regression models based on different techniques, such as SVM, ANN, etc. Each regression technique is trained with data from each cluster, and the output of the block will have m × n models, where m is the number of regression techniques and n is the number of clusters.
Two regression techniques were used in this study:
• ANN: MLP was used. It was tested with 5, 10 and 15 neurons in the hidden layer, log sigmoidal and tangent sigmoidal transfer function for the hidden layer and linear for the output layer. To train the MLP, the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm (Levenberg, 1944) was used to update the weights and bias of the network, as it is often faster than classical error backpropagation algorithm (Matworks Documentation Center, 2013) . Finally the best results were obtained using 10 neurons and a sigmoidal transfer function for the hidden layer.
• SVM: LS-SVM (Least Square Support Vector Machine) (De Brabanter et al., 2010) Matlab toolbox was used. In this toolbox, the tuning of the parameters γ , σ (4) is conducted in two steps. First, a state-of-the-art global optimization technique, Coupled Simulated Annealing (CSA) (Xavier de Souza et al., 2010) , determines suitable parameters according to specific criterion. These parameters are then given to a second optimization procedure (simplex or gridsearch) to perform a fine-tuning step.
A cross validation of 10 folds (Kohavi, 1995) were used in the training of all regression techniques. 
Model Test
Once all models are trained, each model is tested against test data (1/3 of total), determining the NMSE (Normalized Mean Square Error) for each model.
Model Selection
In this block, each of the previously trained models are selected based on their NMSE, thus obtaining the best model for each cluster. The NMSE of the selected models is compared to the NMSE of each non hybrid regression model.
Results
In this section we compare the results obtained by the novel hybrid system and other nonhybrid system in terms of NMSE. For both hybrid and non-hybrid systems, ANN and SMV regression techniques are used to create regression models. Table 1 provides information on the total data size for each month and the separation of the data into training and testing datasets both before (shown in the Total column) and after the clustering process.
Results of the Hybrid Model
The results of the hybrid model are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 shows the NMSE of each model generated by the hybrid system for each cluster.
Results of Non-Hybrid Models
After obtaining the results of the hybrid model, it is compared to the non-hybrid model. The following NMSE results for non-hybrid model are obtained (Table 3):  Comparing the results of Tables 2 and 3 , it can see that the novel hybrid model proposed always obtains better results than the non-hybrid models.
Using only local models and one regression technique (columns Total of ANN or LS-SVR in Table 2 ), the results are better than non-hybrid models, but in 7 of the 12 months, when combining the best results of both techniques, the global results (column Combined, Table 2 ) are improved. Focusing on the results for each cluster, the LS-SVR technique obtains better results more times than ANN. This is also the case in the non-hybrid models (Table 3) . Table 2 shows that cluster 3 gets the best results of all the clusters, while clusters 2 and 1 have similar results. Looking at Figs. 5(a)-5(d), it is possible to determine that for cluster 3, only a few samples fell outside the limits. However, for the other two clusters there are several samples outside of their limits, so that the errors for cluster 3 are lower than those of the others two clusters.
Finally, Fig. 6 shows the fit between real output (dashed blue line) and the hybrid model predicted output (solid red line) for the testing dataset for October, where the vertical axis represents the power of the solar thermal system and the horizontal axis represents the number of samples for this month. Figure 6 shows a zoom over the selection of Fig. 6 . Figure 6 shows that the prediction of the proposed novel hybrid model is very similar to the real data, even in those parts of the graph where sudden changes in values occur (graphic peaks). 
Conclusions and Future Work
This research presents a novel hybrid regression system which was then analysed and compared to other models. This hybrid system is based on local models combined with intelligent techniques for regression. The main advantage of the proposal is the high accuracy combined with the low complexity of the system. The present study also analyses the application of the novel hybrid system on a real case based on a solar thermal system installed in a bioclimatic house. The achieved results show that the proposed hybrid system makes possible to predict the thermal power generated by solar thermal system, which provides a much better approach than the non-hybrid systems. Future works will be focused on different regression techniques, other unsupervised learning techniques, and other case studies, especially when the system to approximate has a non-linear component and the operation points are very differentiated, as with systems of level control, temperature, pressure, and so on. . He has participated on several European Projects (ENGINE, SOFT-COMP, EMaCS) and Cost Actions (IntelliCIS (FP7), NISIS (FP6), AAPELE) and is member of a EU Centre of Excellence (IT4Innovation). His research interests include neural networks, with a particular focus on exploratory projection pursuit, maximum likelihood hebbian learning, self-organising maps, multiple classifier systems and Hybrid Artificial Systems and its applications to industrial and environmental problems.
Lokaliais modeliais grįsta hibridinė regresijos sistema saulės energijos prognozavimui
Héctor QUINTIÁN, Jose Luis CALVO-ROLLE, Emilio CORCHADO Šiame straipsnyje pateikto tyrimo tikslas yra energijos, kurią generuoja saulės šilumos sistemos, prognozavimas. Prognozavimui buvo sukurta hibridinė išmani sistema, grįsta lokalios regresijos nesudėtingais, didelio tikslumo modeliais. Pradiniai duomenys skirstomi į grupes, naudojant saviorganizuojančius neuroninius tinklus, o vėliau, kiekvienai grupei sukuriamas lokalus modelis. Atlikti tyrimai su įvairiais regresijos metodais. Nauja, lokaliais modeliais grįsta, hibridinė regresijos sistema buvo empiriniu būdu patikrinta, tyrimams naudojant bioklimato pastatų saulės šilumos sistemos duomenis.
